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INTRODUCTION

A domestic-violence survivor receives a call from her former partner, against whom she has an order of protection. He threatens to kill her. Terrified, she takes her young children and plans to go to her grandmother’s home. On the way, she calls the police officer familiar with her history of domestic violence to report the violation of the order of protection. He assures her that her former partner will be arrested immediately and that she can go home. She returns to her apartment. The following morning, when she opens the door to take out her garbage, her former partner shoots her repeatedly with a gun. Law enforcement had not made any attempt to arrest him.

This deeply troubling scenario is a real case, resulting in litigation brought by the survivor, Carmen Valdez, against the City of New York. It is the type of situation that the movement to end gender-based violence in the United States, for the last forty years, has sought to prevent. Yet, police fail to carry out laws and policies designed to protect victims of gender-based violence every day, in communities across the country.

This Article discusses how ratification by the United States of the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) could strengthen law-enforcement accountability for responding to and preventing violence against women and girls in the United States. Anti-violence advocacy in the United States has primarily focused on and funded criminal justice system interventions to address domestic and sexual violence. But in far too many communities, law-enforcement officers respond to domestic and sexual violence in dismissive, harmful, and biased ways, allowing those who commit violence to do so with impunity and withholding any semblance of governmental protection from survivors. The U.S. Supreme Court and some federal and state courts have contributed to this situation, denying legal remedies to survivors who seek to hold police departments accountable.

CEDAW ratification would empower survivors and advocates in a number of ways. First, CEDAW clearly establishes the government’s obligation to protect victims of gender-based violence as a fundamental element of the non-discrimination principle. It also

---

1. See infra text accompanying notes 68-73 (discussing Valdez v. City of New York, 960 N.E.2d 356, 368 (N.Y. 2011)). New York’s highest court later overturned an $8 million jury verdict against the city, concluding the police owed no duty to the victim. Valdez, 960 N.E.2d at 368.
provides a right to a remedy for the violence once it occurs. As I will
discuss further, many U.S. courts resist recognizing a duty of law
enforcement to address and prevent violence or discrimination
against survivors of gender-based violence as a form of sex
discrimination. Similarly, some courts have concluded there is no
remedy for survivors who experience police misconduct when
addressing domestic or sexual violence, either because police owe no
legal duty to survivors or as a result of other legal doctrines that
immunize the government from liability.

Second, CEDAW and the human rights framework highlight
the intersectionality analysis, which is particularly important in
scrutinizing law-enforcement responses to violence. The
intersectionality framework, unlike the standard civil rights
paradigm, illuminates how multiple forms of discrimination
frequently result in problematic policing of domestic and sexual
violence in communities of color and immigrant communities, as
well as other marginalized communities. For survivors, it is crucial
to integrate an understanding of all aspects of their personhood—
rather than membership in individual protected classes—to both
analyze law-enforcement responses and to move forward with
reforms.

Third, CEDAW could be used to transform the current U.S.
movement to end gender-based violence, which has often chosen not
to confront problematic policing practices. CEDAW provides
mechanisms for rallying advocates around an affirmative framework
of women’s human rights—including positive rights to life, security,
and equality—and calling for greater governmental accountability.

I. LAW-ENFORCEMENT RESPONSIVENESS TO GENDER-BASED
VIOLENCE IN THE UNITED STATES

As others have described, modern advocacy against violence
against women in the United States originated in feminist thought
and activism. Advocates in the late 1960s and 1970s viewed
battering as the product of patriarchy and highlighted the
government’s role in legitimizing and reinforcing the perpetration of

2. ELIZABETH M. SCHNEIDER, BATTERED WOMEN & FEMINIST LAWMAKING
182-84 (2000); Emily J. Sack, Battered Women and the State: The Struggle for the
that violence. Yet, as the movement developed, it shifted from one at the margins challenging the state to one in the mainstream. The movement was successful in recharacterizing violence against women—in particular, intimate partner violence—as a crime of public concern requiring a police response. Much of the law reform work in the United States zeroed in on strengthening how law enforcement addressed gender-based violence. States adopted amendments to the criminal laws to encourage the arrest and prosecution of perpetrators of domestic violence, and the 1994 enactment of the federal Violence Against Women Act created funding streams for law-enforcement agencies as well as advocacy organizations to respond to survivors. Sexual assault laws were changed to relax requirements that a complainant’s report be corroborated and to include rape shield protections.

Despite the significant changes in the legal framework and resources provided to policing domestic violence and sexual violence, it is clear that law-enforcement responses continue to systemically fail survivors. In 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) found that the New Orleans Police Department had engaged in widespread misconduct in responding to violence against women. With respect to sexual-violence complaints, officers had failed to follow basic sexual assault investigation processes, misclassified 40%–60% of sexual assault reports as “non-criminal,” questioned


4. Schnei der, supra note 2, at 4-5; Sack, supra note 2, at 1668-72.

5. Schnei der, supra note 2, at 5, 92, 183, 188-90.


7. These failures have led many scholars and activists to challenge the wisdom of overreliance on criminal justice responses. See generally Leigh Goodmark, Law Is the Answer? Do We Know That for Sure?: Questioning the Efficacy of Legal Interventions for Battered Women, 23 St. Louis U. Pub. L. Rev. 7 (2004); Kristin Bumiller, In an Abusive State: How Neoliberalism Appropriated the Feminist Movement Against Sexual Violence 37, 56, 161-65 (2008). This Article focuses on the experiences and rights of survivors who do choose to access the criminal justice system, while acknowledging the pressing need to create comprehensive solutions for survivors that move beyond criminalization.

victims in a manner that seemed focused on proving a victim’s allegations were false, and poorly carried out evidence collection and analysis.\textsuperscript{9} With regard to domestic violence, the department had no guidance in place for officers on how to interact with domestic-violence survivors, did not provide adequate training to police who responded to the scene, and prohibited Domestic Violence Unit detectives from conducting fieldwork.\textsuperscript{10}

In recent years, other departments’ deep-rooted biases against domestic- and sexual-violence survivors also have been exposed. The Puerto Rico Police Department mishandled and misclassified sexual assault complaints, recording fewer sexual assaults than homicides.\textsuperscript{11} Moreover, the department did little to respond to extremely high rates of domestic-violence homicides as well as officer-committed domestic violence.\textsuperscript{12} While ninety-eight officers were arrested for committing domestic violence between 2007 and 2010, eighty-four remained active, sending the message to survivors that the department did not take the offenses seriously.\textsuperscript{13} In Missoula, Montana, police officers consistently failed to gather appropriate evidence, discouraged victim participation in the criminal process, created barriers to trust with victims through their interview methods, and did not coordinate their work with community organizations.\textsuperscript{14} And Human Rights Watch documented similar problems at the District of Columbia Metropolitan Police Department, finding widespread misclassification of sexual assault complaints, among other serious deficiencies in police response.\textsuperscript{15}

\begin{itemize}
\item[9.] Id. at 45-49.
\item[10.] Id. at 49-51.
\item[12.] Am. Civil Liberties Union, supra note 11, at 103-17; Puerto Rico Police Investigation, supra note 11, at 58.
\item[13.] Puerto Rico Police Investigation, supra note 11, at 17.
\end{itemize}
Discrimination against survivors of gender-based violence often intersects with other forms of discrimination to more severely penalize and jeopardize survivors from marginalized communities. Women of color, immigrant women, Native American women, lesbian women, and transgender people can face harsh consequences when reaching out to the police. Women of color requesting police assistance may be arrested themselves, based on racialized stereotypes about who constitutes a threat and who is a victim. Immigrant women may find that their complaints of violence are overshadowed by inquiries into their immigration status, leading to potential deportation. And Native American women’s reports of sexual assault by non-Native men frequently go completely unaddressed. Because tribes generally lack authority to prosecute non-Native perpetrators, Native women must depend on federal, and sometimes state, authorities; yet, it is well established that those authorities decline to investigate and prosecute at high rates, though tribal advocates have pushed recently for greater action. Lesbian women and transgender and queer people who report intimate-partner or sexual violence to police frequently encounter unsympathetic or antagonistic attitudes; they also are subject to arrest.


17. Id. ¶ 14; Zanita E. Fenton, Domestic Violence in Black and White: Racialized Gender Stereotypes in Gender Violence, 8 COLUM. J. GENDER & L. 1, 23-33 (1998).


based on bias or misconceptions about how violence in same-sex relationships or against LGBT people is committed.21

Police bias against sexual- and domestic-violence survivors does not only manifest itself in the failure to effectively enforce the applicable criminal laws. In many jurisdictions across the country, law-enforcement agencies actively punish survivors who report crimes based on municipal ordinances that penalize tenants for calls to the police or for certain criminal or other activity occurring at the property. Police departments have enforced chronic nuisance ordinances, also known as crime-free or disorderly-behavior ordinances, against victims of domestic violence, threatening them with eviction for reporting abuse and silencing them from making further reports.22 These laws and police enforcement of them exemplify how, despite progress in transforming laws to penalize gender-based violence, other governmental practices dramatically undermine survivors’ rights to seek protection from the state and instead empower perpetrators to commit crimes with impunity.

Beyond civilian law enforcement, the military justice system also has ignored and penalized survivors of sexual violence who come forward. While sexual assault is perpetrated at high rates within the ranks, very few cases are ever prosecuted.23 Many victims do not report, and those who do all too frequently experience retaliation from the chain of command—who may prioritize unit harmony above meting out justice.24 The Feres doctrine, set out by

---

24. Id. at 11, 14-15.
the U.S. Supreme Court in 1950, bars service members who are sexually assaulted from bringing Federal Tort Claims Act claims against the government. The doctrine has also been extended to constitutional claims, depriving survivors of civil remedies when the military justice system fails them.

Thus, despite the reforms and resources focused on strengthening law-enforcement response to violence against women and girls in the United States, many survivors will experience hostility, distrust, ignorance, dismissal, and direct and damaging consequences when they report the violence to relevant law-enforcement authorities. The need for systemic transformation of criminal justice response is clear. CEDAW ratification would serve as a meaningful tool for such advocacy.

II. HOW CEDAW COULD TRANSFORM U.S. LAW ON LAW-ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTABILITY

Ratification of CEDAW would allow survivors to rely on the international human rights framework to shift how federal, state, and local law-enforcement agencies address violence. Most significantly, the framework provides a useful response to federal and state courts, which in many instances have set a high threshold for finding that discrimination against survivors of gender-based violence is a form of sex discrimination, refused to recognize a duty of law enforcement to address and prevent violence, and denied any remedy to survivors for police misconduct when addressing domestic or sexual violence. The ability to invoke the non-discrimination and due diligence principles of CEDAW in U.S. advocacy would help reshape our understanding of survivors’ rights to equality, protection, and remedies.

A. CEDAW’s Approach to Gender-Based Violence

CEDAW provides a strong legal framework governing governmental duty to survivors of gender-based violence. While CEDAW’s text does not specifically discuss gender-based violence, it prohibits any form of discrimination against women, including any “distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition,
enjoyment, or exercise by women . . . of human rights and fundamental freedoms." General Recommendations 12 and 19, issued by the CEDAW Committee, explain how this principle applies to violence against women. General Recommendation 12 recognizes that governments have an obligation to protect against violence occurring against women within the family or in other areas of social life. General Recommendation 19 provides that freedom from gender-based violence, whether committed by private or public actors, is included within the right to freedom from discrimination. Articulating freedom from gender-based violence as essential to equality is central to CEDAW’s understanding of violence against women and girls. General Recommendation 19 also describes how gender-based violence implicates other human rights, including:

(a) The right to life;

(b) The right not to be subject to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; . . .

(d) The right to liberty and security of person;

(e) The right to equal protection under the law;

(f) The right to equality in the family; [and] . . .

(h) The right to just and favourable conditions of work.

CEDAW, and international human rights law generally, emphasizes that “[s]tates may also be responsible for private acts if they fail to act with due diligence to prevent violations of rights or to investigate and punish acts of violence, and for providing compensation” to the victim. General Recommendation 19 further elaborates, stating that governments should, among other measures:

31. Id.
32. Id. at 2, 6.
take appropriate and effective measures to overcome all forms of gender-based violence, whether by public or private act; . . . ensure that laws against . . . gender-based violence give adequate protection to all women, and respect their integrity and dignity[; provide appropriate protective and supportive services; [provide gender-sensitive training of judicial and law enforcement officers; [and provide] effective complaints procedures and remedies, including compensation].

The CEDAW Committee has applied these principles in individual cases filed with it.34 In A.T. v. Hungary, the Committee found that Hungary’s laws and practices did not provide comprehensive or effective protection to victims of domestic violence.35 A.T. had experienced severe physical domestic violence committed by her husband for four years; yet, the police never detained him, and the court cases against him dragged on. Moreover, A.T. was unable to seek a protection order because Hungary’s laws did not authorize such orders, and there was no shelter available for her and her children. Invoking the due diligence principle, the Committee concluded that Hungary had violated CEDAW’s anti-discrimination guarantees by failing to prevent and protect against violence against women and stated that the government should provide her with “reparation proportionate to the physical and mental harm undergone and to the gravity of the violations of her rights.”36 Similarly, in two cases involving Austria—Goekce v. Austria and Yildirim v. Austria—the Committee concluded that there had been violations of due diligence when the police failed to respond in a timely manner to serious incidents of domestic violence and when the perpetrators were not detained.37 The Committee further

33. Id. at 4-5.
36. Id. at ¶ 9.6 I(b).
determined that even though the perpetrators were ultimately convicted for killing their former partners, the victims’ human rights were violated because no action was taken to prevent the violence or protect the victims when the state had the opportunity to do so.\textsuperscript{38}

Thus, CEDAW takes a holistic view of the rights of women and girls as it relates to gender-based violence. Governments must work to prevent such violence and, when it occurs, to provide protection and remedies for it. Refusing to address violence until it has escalated to extremely serious injury or homicide is insufficient, as by that point the system has failed the victim. And providing services after the fact also does not satisfy the government’s duty, as services do not necessarily prevent future violence or adequately compensate for and remedy the effects of violence that has already been committed.

B. Recognizing Gender-Based Violence as a Form of Discrimination Against Women and Girls in the United States

CEDAW’s recognition of gender-based violence as a form of sex discrimination provides a compelling lens through which to understand governmental actions designed to end such violence, as well as governmental actions that discriminate against survivors. The concept of gender-based violence as a violation of women’s rights to equality has not consistently gained traction in U.S. law. The 1994 Violence Against Women Act created, for the first time, a federal civil rights remedy that could be pursued by survivors of gender-based violence against perpetrators.\textsuperscript{39} Following years of congressional hearings and investigation, Congress concluded that the remedy was an appropriate exercise of both its Commerce Clause power and under the Fourteenth Amendment. Of particular relevance

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{38} Goecke \textit{v. Austria}, supra note 37, at ¶¶ 12.1.5-12.1.6; Yildirim \textit{v. Austria}, supra note 37, at ¶¶ 12.1.5-12.1.6.
\item \textsuperscript{39} The provision creating the civil rights remedy reads as follows: A person (including a person who acts under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage of any State) who commits a crime of violence motivated by gender and thus deprives another of the right declared in subsection (b) of this section shall be liable to the party injured, in an action for the recovery of compensatory and punitive damages, injunctive and declaratory relief, and such other relief as a court may deem appropriate.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}

here, Congress found that discrimination against survivors by state law-enforcement authorities and courts provided a sufficient basis to create a remedy that would confront both the bias inherent in gender-motivated violence and governmental responses to it. Yet, the U.S. Supreme Court, in *United States v. Morrison*, rejected the equality argument as a ground upon which the law could stand. Instead, the Court narrowed the type of discrimination that could be reached pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment: the civil rights remedy “is not aimed at proscribing discrimination by officials which the Fourteenth Amendment might not itself proscribe; it is directed not at any State or state actor, but at individuals who have committed criminal acts motivated by gender bias.” The Court struck down the civil rights remedy based on federalism concerns, limiting the ability of the federal government to give options to survivors who faced discrimination from state justice systems when experiencing violence perpetrated by non-state actors.

In contrast, CEDAW acknowledges that unless gender-based violence by private actors is prevented and addressed by the government, women cannot be truly equal. Its ratification could thus be helpful in supporting federal and state equal-protection claims brought by survivors of gender-based violence challenging discriminatory law-enforcement practices. This type of claim has been brought in many jurisdictions, typically targeting the systematic failure of police departments to respond effectively to domestic and sexual violence. Courts generally have required the showing of a

42. *Id.* at 626.
policy or practice of providing less protection to victims of gender-based violence than other victims, as well as evidence that discrimination against women was a motivating factor.\textsuperscript{46} Establishing intent can be difficult, though courts have accepted evidence of statistical differences in arrest rates, training of officers to “defuse” rather than arrest in domestic-violence cases, and comments about not blaming a husband for being abusive toward a victim as indicating discriminatory motive.\textsuperscript{47} The DOJ has looked to similar types of evidence when finding equal-protection violations by local law-enforcement agencies.\textsuperscript{48} CEDAW’s recognition of violence against women as a form of sex discrimination would bolster the ability of survivors to establish intent, as it situates both the violence and problematic law enforcement response to the violence in gender bias. This principle could be especially helpful in developing claims in states with Equal Rights Amendments (ERAs). Very few cases have been brought based on ERAs, and it is unclear whether discriminatory intent will be required in most states.\textsuperscript{49} In some states, proof of discriminatory impact on women may be sufficient.\textsuperscript{50} CEDAW’s understanding of non-discrimination in the context of violence against women and girls would contribute meaningfully to the development of law in this area.

C. Recognizing Law Enforcement’s Duty to Protect Survivors of Gender-Based Violence

Another major barrier to holding law enforcement accountable for failures to protect victims of domestic and sexual violence in the United States is the reluctance of courts to impose any sort of duty

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{46} Hynson v. City of Chester, 864 F.2d 1026 (3d Cir. 1988); Watson v. City of Kansas City, 857 F.2d 690, 694 (10th Cir. 1988); Balistreri v. Pacifica Police Dep’t, 901 F.2d 696, 701 (9th Cir. 1990); Navarro v. Block, 72 F.3d 712, 716 (9th Cir. 1996); Smith v. City of Elyria, 857 F. Supp. 1203, 1212-13 (N.D. Ohio 1994); Thurman v. City of Torrington, 595 F. Supp. 1521, 1527 (D. Conn. 1984).
  \item \textsuperscript{47} Watson, 857 F.2d at 695-96; Balistreri, 901 F.2d at 701; Smith, 857 F. Supp. at 1212.
  \item \textsuperscript{48} New Orleans Police Investigation, supra note 8, at 32-33; Puerto Rico Police Investigation, supra note 11, at 58; Missoula County Letter, supra note 14, at 4-6.
  \item \textsuperscript{49} Linda J. Wharton, State Equal Rights Amendments Revisited: Evaluating Their Effectiveness in Advancing Protection Against Sex Discrimination, 36 Rutgers L.J. 1201, 1256-59, 1275-78 (2005).
  \item \textsuperscript{50} Linda M. Vanzi, Freedom at Home Revisited: The New Mexico Equal Rights Amendment After New Mexico Right to Choose/NARAL v. Johnson, 40 N.M. L. Rev. 215, 215 n.4, 218 (2010).
\end{itemize}
on the government when private individuals perpetrate the violence. Thus, in *DeShaney v. Winnebago County*, the Supreme Court concluded that there was no substantive due process right to protection, except where the victim is in the state’s control or where the state creates the danger.\(^{51}\) *Castle Rock v. Gonzales* closed off another constitutional remedy to victims, holding that they have no procedural due process right to enforcement of restraining orders.\(^{52}\) Together, these cases absolve governments from a duty to protect many victims of gender-based violence, even when a perpetrator violates a judicial order that is seen as a primary tool to protect victims, and even when state law mandates police action.

In stark contrast, CEDAW clearly sets out a duty to protect survivors.\(^{53}\) Comparing the Supreme Court’s discussion of police duty with the CEDAW Committee’s illustrates the divergent approaches. In *Castle Rock*, the Court refused to recognize that the police had a duty to enforce Ms. Gonzales’s protective order when her ex-husband violated it by abducting their three daughters, despite a long history of domestic violence, even though state law required enforcement.\(^{54}\) The Court instead suggested that protection of victims serves private ends that fall outside the Constitution’s reach.

Even if the statute could be said to have made enforcement of restraining orders “mandatory” because of the domestic-violence context of the underlying statute, that would not necessarily mean that state law gave respondent an entitlement to enforcement of the mandate. Making the actions of government employees obligatory can serve various legitimate ends other than the conferral of a benefit on a specific class of people. The serving of public rather than private ends is the normal course of the criminal law because criminal acts, “besides the injury [they do] to individuals, strike at the very being of society; which cannot possibly subsist, where actions of this sort are suffered to escape with impunity.”\(^{55}\)

Only two years later, the CEDAW Committee came to very different conclusions when faced with a petition brought by the family of a domestic-violence victim whose requests for police assistance had largely gone unanswered, resulting in her murder.

> [T]he police knew or should have known that Şahide Goekce was in serious danger; they should have treated the last call from her as an

\(^{54}\) *Gonzales*, 545 U.S. at 753, 759, 768.
\(^{55}\) *Id.* at 764-65 (emphasis omitted) (citation omitted) (quoting 4 *WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF ENGLAND* 5 (1769)).
emergency, in particular because Mustafa Goekce had shown that he had the potential to be a very dangerous and violent criminal. The Committee considers that in light of the long record of earlier disturbances and battering, by not responding to the call immediately, the police are accountable for failing to exercise due diligence to protect Şahide Goekce. 56

The Committee placed the failure to protect squarely on the government, connecting the duty to protect with their obligations under international human rights law. 57

Indeed, when Ms. Gonzales (later known as Lenahan) filed a petition with the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights following the Supreme Court decision, the Commission concluded that the government had violated her human rights to life, non-discrimination, and judicial protection. 58 The Commission’s decision echoed the core principle of CEDAW that “a State’s failure to act with due diligence to protect women from violence constitutes a form of discrimination, and denies women their right to equality before the law.” 59 The Commission stressed that what might be seen as state acts of omission can fuel already dangerous situations: “State inaction towards cases of violence against women fosters an environment of impunity and promotes the repetition of violence ‘since society sees no evidence of willingness by the State, as the representative of the society, to take effective action to sanction such acts.’” 60 The decision ordered individual remedies for Ms. Lenahan, as well as systemic reforms. 61

CEDAW’s articulation of due diligence would strengthen victims’ arguments about the duty to protect in the United States. 62 In federal and state substantive due process cases, victims of gender-based violence typically must establish that an affirmative action by the law-enforcement officer increased the danger they faced in order

57. *Id.*
59. *Id.* ¶ 111.
60. *Id.* ¶ 168 (quoting Maria Da Penha Fernandes (Brazil), Case 12.051, Inter-Am. Comm’n H.R., Report No. 54/01, OEA/Ser.L/V/II.111, doc. 20 rev. ¶ 56 (2001)).
61. *Id.* ¶ 201.
to fall within the DeShaney exception.63 Thus, situations where the officer explicitly or implicitly sanctions private violence by not arresting a domestic-violence perpetrator, despite seeing bruises on the victim, and instead talking about football with him, could qualify.64 Or cases involving nuisance ordinances, where the municipality passes a law punishing victims for calling the police and thereby sets up state-protection-free zones around their homes, should satisfy the affirmative act element.65

Yet, in other cases, the analysis is more difficult, as misconduct by officers in responding to violence can often be characterized as acts of omission.66 For example, in the Valdez v. City of New York case,67 the case referred to at the start of this Article, if the plaintiff had brought a substantive due process claim, would a court have seen the officer’s assurance of an immediate arrest as an affirmative act? Or would a court have dismissed this as a case where the officer failed to arrest? Given this analytical ambiguity, the due diligence obligation can be used to shed light on the contours of substantive due process post-DeShaney, for “[t]he search for substantive due process . . . is a search for fundamental ‘human rights’ [that] invites consideration of international values.”68 Due diligence offers a more holistic framework through which to interpret state action that creates danger, acknowledging the state’s role in sanctioning violence through repeated refusal to carry out laws protecting victims of gender-based violence.

Likewise, in state negligence cases, CEDAW’s due diligence standard would help survivors respond to arguments that law

63. See, e.g., Okin v. Vill. of Cornwall-On-Hudson Police Dep’t, 577 F.3d 415, 427-28 (2d Cir. 2009); Burella v. City of Phila., 501 F.3d 134, 140-41 (3d Cir. 2007); Wood v. Ostrander, 879 F.2d 583, 597-600 (9th Cir. 1989).
65. Cf. Okin, 577 F.3d at 429 (“The affirmative conduct of a government official may give rise to an actionable due process violation if it communicates, explicitly or implicitly, official sanction of private violence.”).
66. See, e.g., Erwin Chemerinsky, The State-Created Danger Doctrine, 23 TOURO L. REV. 1, 25-26 (2007); Bright v. Westmoreland Cnty., 443 F.3d 276, 282 (3d Cir. 2006) (acknowledging that the line between action and inaction may not always be clear).
enforcement owed no duty to them.\textsuperscript{69} Victims must generally establish a special relationship with the government in order to overcome the public-duty doctrine bar to municipal liability for negligence.\textsuperscript{70} In \textit{Valdez}, the highest court in New York held that the victim did not establish a special relationship because she had not justifiably relied on the police statement that her abuser would be arrested immediately.\textsuperscript{71} The decision is a deeply troubling one, as it sends the message to survivors that police can choose whether to enforce orders of protection and cannot be held to any assurances that they affirmatively make, even in a case where they take no steps whatsoever to do what they said they would do.\textsuperscript{72} Despite state laws that encourage victims to report and that mandate arrest in many domestic-violence situations, the \textit{Valdez} decision sets the bar high, perhaps unreachably high, to establish the “special relationship” between the police and a victim.\textsuperscript{73}

Departing from the New York Court of Appeals in \textit{Valdez}, other state courts have emphasized that the text and intent behind their state domestic-violence criminal laws support finding municipal liability for law-enforcement failure to protect. In Illinois, the highest court concluded that domestic-violence victims could bring suit against the government where police willfully failed to enforce the law.\textsuperscript{74} Similarly, the Washington Supreme Court permitted the estate of a domestic-violence victim to recover where an officer failed to take reasonable safety precautions when serving a protective order.\textsuperscript{75} CEDAW could provide additional persuasive authority for the special-relationship analysis, as a source of law—in addition to state statutes and policies—that supports a finding of law-enforcement duty when the police act negligently in addressing gender-based

\textsuperscript{70} For elaboration on the special relationship inquiry, see Licia A. Esposito Eaton, \textit{Annotation, Liability of Municipality or Other Governmental Unit for Failure to Provide Police Protection from Crime}, 90 A.L.R.5th 273 (2001); Rogerson, supra note 69, at 324-25.
\textsuperscript{71} \textit{Valdez}, 960 N.E.2d 356.
\textsuperscript{72} \textit{Id.} at 369-71 (Lippman, J., dissenting).
\textsuperscript{73} \textit{Id.} at 373-74. Indeed, even if the court had found that Ms. Valdez had established the requisite special relationship with the police, she still would have needed to overcome the general shield of municipal immunity to hold the city liable. \textit{Id.} at 365 (majority opinion).
\textsuperscript{74} Moore v. Green, 848 N.E.2d 1015 (Ill. 2006); Calloway v. Kinkelaar, 659 N.E.2d 1322 (Ill. 1995).
\textsuperscript{75} Washburn v. City of Federal Way, 310 P.3d 1275 (Wash. 2013).
violence. The question of whether a special relationship exists must encompass consideration of whether holding law enforcement accountable in a case advances the state’s interest in effectively responding to violence. A myopic focus on exempting municipalities from liability ignores the dramatic change in state laws and policies regarding gender-based violence that has taken place over the last few decades. CEDAW places these reforms—as well as litigation challenging law enforcement’s failure to carry them out—in context, as tools for fulfilling states’ due diligence obligations.

D. Recognizing the Right to a Remedy for Survivors of Gender-Based Violence

As part of the due diligence obligation, CEDAW also stresses providing remedies to survivors of gender-based violence. This not only includes compensation and protection for the individual, but also comprehensively changing the law-enforcement response to ensure that violence and discrimination do not recur.\(^{76}\)

Access to remedies can take many forms. As discussed above, litigation is certainly one important mechanism within the United States. The duty of the state to provide survivors with remedies should be a factor when courts are interpreting how the law applies to claims brought to hold law enforcement accountable for discriminatory conduct. While *Morrison* ended the federal civil rights remedy, equal protection, due process, and negligence claims remain viable options in many situations,\(^ {77}\) but largely turn on how courts interpret the state’s duty to respond to violence perpetrated by private actors. In this analysis, a key consideration should be whether denying the claim would foreclose any remedy to the survivor—an outcome that CEDAW and international human rights law forbids. In


\(^{77}\) Service members who experience sexual assault present perhaps the starkest examples of survivors with no recourse when confronted with a military justice system that routinely refuses to address violence within its ranks. They have little power to influence any decisions made by the chain of command about their cases, and, thus far, courts have barred them from bringing Federal Tort Act Claims as well as constitutional claims against the government. See, e.g., Cioca v. Rumsfeld, 720 F.3d 505 (4th Cir. 2013); Klay v. Panetta, 924 F. Supp. 2d 8 (D.D.C. 2013); see also Francine Banner, *Immoral Waiver: Judicial Review of Intra-Military Sexual Assault Claims*, 17 LEWIS & CLARK L. REV. 723, 725, 728-29 (2013); Jonathan Turley, *Pax Militaris: The Feres Doctrine and the Retention of Sovereign Immunity in the Military System of Governance*, 71 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1, 79 (2003).
Castle Rock, the Supreme Court suggested that denying survivors the possibility of federal due process claims was mitigated because the state could provide them with a remedy. However, it did not acknowledge that current Colorado law made any such claim impossible to sustain. Pointing to hypothetical legislative actions is a far cry from realizing a right to an actual remedy.

Other than private litigation, what remedies currently exist for survivors seeking redress for law enforcement misconduct? The standard state and federal victim-compensation schemes typically provide funds to victims collected from perpetrators, but do not provide a mechanism for survivors seeking to change the way a law-enforcement agency responds to victims. Survivors may be able to file complaints with police departments for internal investigation or with external police oversight bodies, including civil complaint review boards. However, those mechanisms generally are not designed or prepared to respond to police misconduct relating to gender-based violence.

Some jurisdictions have agreed to alternate arrangements through which law-enforcement agencies voluntarily submit to oversight by an external panel of stakeholders. In Baltimore and Philadelphia, the police departments share information about the handling of sexual-assault complaints on a regular basis with a panel that includes sexual-assault advocates for review. The panel examines how complaints were classified, investigated, and disposed of and communicates with the department about problematic cases. Consent decrees entered into by the DOJ with local departments similarly create a monitor who will assess the departments’ performances in policing of domestic and sexual violence.

---
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International human rights laws focus on remedies that could be used to advocate for similar mechanisms in other jurisdictions with problematic policing practices.

CEDAW’s requirement of remedies for survivors could also strengthen arguments for federal oversight over local law-enforcement agencies. For the first time, in 2011, the DOJ exercised its authority to investigate how a police department responds to domestic and sexual violence in New Orleans.\(^85\) It continued this work pursuant to two federal laws\(^86\) in Puerto Rico;\(^87\) Missoula, Montana;\(^88\) and Maricopa County, Arizona.\(^89\) Advocates have pointed to this work, as well as the Lenahan decision, to urge the DOJ to integrate gender-based violence as a key component of police oversight. The DOJ took an important step forward in June 2013, issuing a statement announcing that addressing gender bias is a top priority of the Civil Rights Division, which is charged with law-enforcement oversight.\(^90\)

And of course, if CEDAW and the Optional Protocol\(^91\) were ratified, the CEDAW Committee itself could be an additional venue to seek individual and systemic relief. The Inter-American Commission served that role with respect to the Lenahan case, giving Ms. Lenahan an opportunity to testify and receive an

---

\(^85\) NEW ORLEANS POLICE INVESTIGATION, supra note 8, at xi, 43-51; Landmark Finding of Gender Bias by U.S. Department of Justice in New Orleans Police Department, WOMEN’S L. PROJECT (Mar. 21, 2011), http://www.womenslawproject.org/NewPages/wkVAW_GenderBias_NOPD.html.

\(^86\) 42 U.S.C. § 14141 (2012); id. § 3789(d).

\(^87\) PUERTO RICO POLICE INVESTIGATION, supra note 11, at 57-58.

\(^88\) Missoula County Letter, supra note 14 (regarding the United States’ investigation of the Missoula, Montana police department).
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adjudication regarding the violation of her rights after the Supreme Court dismissed her case.92 The Commission continues to meet regularly with the parties to monitor compliance with its recommendations, including the individual remedies ordered for Ms. Lenahan.93 The CEDAW Committee would be a valuable option for other survivors, particularly given the limited capacity and resources of the Inter-American Commission. Given the United Nations’ visibility, the CEDAW Committee’s consideration of any violations in the United States would emphasize the importance of access to justice for survivors. While international human rights bodies cannot provide remedies that are fully comparable to domestic remedies, they can play a vital role in offering relief to survivors who otherwise would have no recourse.

III. HOW CEDAW COULD TRANSFORM THE ANALYSIS OF LAW-ENFORCEMENT DISCRIMINATION TOWARDS SURVIVORS OF GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE

Currently, U.S. law typically does not look at how multiple layers of discrimination may intersect. Instead, protected classes—whether race, sex, or national origin—are often analyzed separately, with white people compared to people of color, women to men, and those born in the United States to those who are not.94 This lens zooms in narrowly on one aspect of identity and discrimination, while ignoring others. It is this approach that informed the system for law-enforcement response to gender-based violence in place today, including the dearth of mechanisms for accountability.

Reforming law-enforcement responses to gender-based violence in the United States must particularly account for the multiple forms of discrimination and violence that different people experience. As academics and advocates have recognized, anti-violence interventions aimed at addressing only the violence but that do not analyze women’s larger realities—including bias they

93. See Bettinger-Lopez, supra note 92, at 215-16.
confront based on race, class, sexual orientation, immigration status, and other core aspects of identity and social location—do not challenge the basic inequalities and discrimination that cause gender-based violence. This is particularly true for policing practices, given the problematic and complicated relationships between law enforcement and many communities.

Many have raised these concerns; yet, law enforcement practices that have a harmful impact on marginalized people in many communities remain entrenched. For example, it is well documented that in some communities, police have enforced domestic-violence laws by arresting both parties, particularly in states with mandatory arrest laws. This practice disproportionately affects women of color who report domestic violence, leading to even greater distrust of law enforcement. While many states reformed their laws to disfavor dual arrests and to require police to engage in a primary-aggressor analysis before carrying out an arrest, these changes did not comprehensively address the problem of undue arrests of domestic-violence survivors who are women of color because they do not attack law-enforcement bias. Immigrant communities have experienced similar issues. While the Violence Against Women Act specifically created new immigration remedies for survivors of gender-based violence that benefit many survivors, other immigration policies—such as the Secure Communities program, which encourages local law-enforcement agencies to detain removable immigrants for U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement—can sweep survivors who report violence into removal proceedings. And many survivors cannot access remedies


98. See, e.g., Sack, supra note 2, at 1690-91.

like U Visas, which provide a pathway to lawful permanent residence for victims of crimes like domestic violence who work with law enforcement, because their local law-enforcement agency generally refuses to certify victims’ cooperation.\textsuperscript{100}

International human rights law fortifies advocacy in support of survivors because it places the intersectionality analysis front and center. As Rashida Manjoo, the U.N. Special Rapporteur on Violence Against Women, has written: “[Intersectionality] explicitly interrogates the places where violence against women coincides with multiple and intersecting forms of discrimination and their attendant inequalities.”\textsuperscript{101} This analysis not only recognizes how gender-based violence constitutes a form of sex discrimination, but also examines how women are subjected to violence based on their race, national origin, ability, religion, sexual orientation, and other identities. It stresses that the “elimination of violence requires holistic measures that address both inter-gender and intra-gender inequality and discrimination.”\textsuperscript{102}

How would the analysis of law-enforcement response and accountability in the United States change using an intersectionality lens? The lived experiences of women of diverse backgrounds and communities would be the basis for designing reforms. For women of color, the recognition that they confront police bias and brutality in their communities would influence how law-enforcement interventions would be sought and structured. Policing policies would be examined to see how they might distinctly impact women of color. For example, one study of a chronic nuisance ordinance in Milwaukee found that police enforced the ordinance against domestic-violence victims, leading to their eviction, and that enforcement disproportionately harmed African-American women.\textsuperscript{103}

\textsuperscript{100} Orloff et al., supra note 18, at 77-79; Jamie R. Abrams, The Dual Purposes of the U Visa Thwarted in a Legislative Duel, 29 ST. LOUIS U. PUB. L. REV. 373, 392-405 (2010).

\textsuperscript{101} Manjoo, supra note 16, ¶ 50.

\textsuperscript{102} Id. ¶ 20 (“The holistic approach requires rights to be treated as universal, interdependent and indivisible; situating violence on a continuum that spans interpersonal and structural violence; accounting for both individual and structural discrimination, including structural and institutional inequalities; and analyzing social and/or economic hierarchies among women, and between women and men, i.e. both intra- and inter-gender.”).

\textsuperscript{103} Desmond & Valdez, supra note 22, at 118.
The authors concluded that this type of ordinance denied police protection to African-American women and contributed to their housing insecurities. Yet, these ordinances proliferate across the country, with little consideration of their impact on women of color, domestic-violence victims, and domestic-violence victims who are women of color. For immigrants, an explicit prioritization of investigating gender-based violence would restore local law enforcement’s role in the criminal justice system and not divert resources toward the removal of immigrants. For all marginalized communities, the inability to hold police accountable for misconduct would highlight the importance of creating mechanisms for oversight when it comes to policing gender-based violence, as well as other law-enforcement interventions. And programs that provide for women’s legal, economic, and political empowerment would be given greater weight and resources, so as to tackle the root causes of gender-based violence and the state’s refusal to address them.

These are just a few examples of the many shifts in law and policy relating to law-enforcement response and accountability that could occur if stakeholders consistently employed an intersectional analysis. CEDAW’s holistic approach to understanding and ending violence would help respond to the failure of U.S. advocacy thus far to fully embrace the lives and experiences of all survivors when crafting criminal justice responses to gender-based violence.

IV. HOW CEDAW COULD TRANSFORM THE MOVEMENT TO END GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE IN THE UNITED STATES

If ratified, CEDAW would not only provide a stronger analytical and legal foundation for reforming policing practices, but could also be a vehicle for transforming the U.S. movement to end gender-based violence. As recognized by many advocates, the current movement has become reactive, focused on punishing individual perpetrators and providing services to individuals rather than creating deeper and more lasting social change. Activists have
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called for a radical shift in the movement, pivoting towards visions that place the concerns of historically marginalized women at the center and that work towards a society where all women and girls are safe and valued.\textsuperscript{107}

Ratification of CEDAW would contribute to this vision by creating a new lens through which most advocates do their work. CEDAW’s emphasis on gender-based violence, as rooted in the subordination of women and girls and other forms of discrimination, would revitalize the movement by encouraging political and social action and governmental accountability. Up to this point, policing practices have largely been dictated by law-enforcement perspectives, rather than how survivors and communities want or need to access law-enforcement services or the impact of criminal justice interventions. Thus, the anti-violence agenda has been diverted from assessing how law-enforcement programs should be funded, the biases that often play out in law-enforcement responses, and policing oversight into other criminal justice programs that have not served victims or communities well; for example, the collection of DNA from all arrestees for minor offenses and even as rape kits routinely remain untested. Situating gender-based violence within the human rights framework would also put the spotlight on the government’s role in preventing violence, which is not emphasized in current U.S. anti-violence programming.

CEDAW ratification would also create new organizing opportunities for the movement. As others have discussed, much of the advocacy has framed ratification as a symbolic act to affirm the United States in its role as a women’s rights leader.\textsuperscript{108} Anti-violence


\textsuperscript{108} Marsha A. Freeman, Keynote Address at the Michigan State University Law Review Symposium on Whether the U.S. Should Become a Party to the U.N.
advocates, for the most part, have not talked about how ratification would affirmatively support efforts to end violence in the United States. This has been a strategy choice—but thus far, an unsuccessful one. Advocates could use the ratification process to organize around the need to improve the United States’ own responses to gender-based violence, including law-enforcement accountability. The process could be a means to engage the public in a more affirmative framework of human rights and positive rights to life, security, and equality to advance the anti-violence agenda.\textsuperscript{109} And if CEDAW is ratified, the shadow reporting process (and complaints, if the Optional Protocol is also ratified) to the CEDAW Committee would present a chance to engage communities and create new collaborations. Anti-violence advocates have already used International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination shadow reports to highlight serious problems with how the United States addresses violence against women, and the United Nations Human Rights Committee recently listed two issues relating to violence against women as topics for the United States to address as part of its review.\textsuperscript{110} While this advocacy usefully linked freedom from violence against women to other civil and political rights, using the CEDAW reporting process would connect gender-based violence with other pressing women’s rights issues. It could forge deeper ties between ending gender-based violence and other gender justice work, including reproductive rights and equality in the workplace. These links are vital given the continuing attacks on reproductive freedom for women (including sexual-assault survivors) and the
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ongoing resistance of many employers to respond to sexual and domestic violence in meaningful ways.\textsuperscript{111}

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

International human rights law provides powerful insights for reforming law-enforcement responses to gender-based violence in the United States. While U.S. advocates already are integrating human rights arguments and strategies into their work, CEDAW ratification would add much momentum to these efforts. Survivors and advocates could then point to CEDAW as a source of persuasive authority for understanding gender-based violence as sex discrimination, the government’s duty to protect, the right to a remedy, and the need to use an intersectionality analysis. The framing of gender-based violence as a human rights violation, closely connected to other forms of discrimination, would bring the experiences of survivors who face multiple layers of oppression to the fore. This shift is essential in order to transform the experiences of survivors who access the criminal justice system.
